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Recommendations included in a 1975 report were designed

to improre the Federal Governaet's ability to foreulate

effectiew national materials policy by improving th adequacy of

inforLation on materials R&D in the Fublic and Friva, secet#rs.

A followup review indicated that vi.rtually no corrective actior

was talten since the 1975 report. There are still no stated

national daterials policy goal.s or objectives; -o ornqiziLtion

has assumed responsibility for overseeing all materials R&D; and

adequate steps have not been taken to develop a coareehensive

materials R&D .!formatin stlses. Folloeing the earlier repor:t,

Congress established the Office of Science and Technology Policy

(3STP) vithin the Executive Office of the President to oversoe
scientific, engineering, and tehnolooical c:u srxations that

require attention at the highest levels of Gowvltxeat. OSTP i(1

the best existing institution to overse the Qcv:nMents ft3D

program. The Director of O SP should: deteruiae tle type of

aaterials R&D data needed, determine n tional gateri.als research

needs, and develop relevant budget recommandations. Congress

should enact legislation which would recognire the Smithsnian

Science Informati.cn Exchmnge as the official data cen-er for all

materials-related research and development. The Presidet of the

Exchange should be more aggressive in gathering data from

non-Federal sources and in filling agenc! requests. The Office

of Sanaq-ment and Budget should require a sandatory reportiag

system for all agency materials R&D data. (BRS)
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

You have. asked us here today as you consider HR 10859, a

bill with three broad purposes: (1) to establish a m erials

policy for the United States; (2) to promote a more effective

materials research and evelopment capability; and (3) to

provide an organizational structure for the effective applica-

tiop of such capability.

Wa. have just complete a study wjhich bears directly on the

second purpose -- iproving the ffectiveness of national

materials R&D. We have underway other work which, when cm-

p.et.c later this year, should provide the basis for informed

GAO commentary on the first and third purposes of the Bill.

Today, however, I want to focus my testimony on materials R&D

information anagement, based on our report. which is in final

preparation. That report will be issued withjin tile next. few

weeks and we hope that the Subcommittee w.ll find it helpful in

its con:ideration of the subject legislati.n.



BACKGROUND

Jn December 1975, I testified before tlhe Senate Committee

on Commerce, Subcommittee on Sciencer Technology and ommerce

on a GAO report entitled, "Federal Materials Research and

Development: Nodernizing InstitutiouA and Managelnent." I

discussed the need for institutional change relative to

war.rials R&D policy and program formulation, emphasizing GAO's

repcrt recommendations that?

The Congress A1nsider establishing an institution

to analyze ltational materials issues and provide

policy guidance on a continuing basis;

a comprphensive unclassified information system

for materials research and development be established

building on existing information in the Smithsonian

Science Information Exchange hereafter referred

to as the Exchange); and

the Exchange include in its information system data

pertaining to materials research and development

outside the Federal Government.

Our recommendations were designed to improve the Federal

Government's ability to formulate effective national Materials

policy by improving the adequacy of information on materials

R&D in the public and private sectors. Unfortunately, our
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follow-up review indicates that virtually no corrective action

has been taken since our 1975 report. Tie Office of Management

and Budget (OMB) has done nothing to imnplement the mandatory R&D

reporting system called for by our 1975 recommendations. Further,

in 1976. the National Commission on Supplies nd Shortages (CSS)

recommended the establishment of a comprehensive materials R&D

information system very similar to that favored by GAO. The

NCSS recommendations also have not been implemented. Consequently,

there still re no stated national materials policy goals or

objectives; n,) organization has assumed responsibility for over-

seeing all materials R&D;: nd adequate steps have not been taken

to develop a comprehensive materials R&D information system.

Though the basic mechanisms for managing materials policy

and naterials R&D expenditures have improved as a result of

recent Congressional action, the Federal materials research and

development program i-, not managed cohesively and could be cost-

ing the taxpayer millions of dollars hrough unnecessary dupli-

cation; the appropriation of furds to areas not related to

national goals; and the failure to coordinate Federal Government

materials research and development activities with those outside

the Federal Government.

Following our earlier report, the Congress enacted tne

National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and

Priorities Act of 1976, which established an Office of Science

and Technology Policy (OSTP) within the Executive Office of the



President. This office was created to provide scientific,

engineering, and technological considerations that require

attention at the hhest levels of Government, and to assist

the President ir. providing general leadership and coordinatin

of Federal R&D programs. In pursuit of these broad objectives,

OSTP is to evaluate the scale, uality, and effectiveness of the

Federa2 effort in science and technology; advise the President

on scientific and technological considerations with regard to

Fedeial budgets' assist the Office of Management and Budget with

an annual review and analysis of funding proposed for R&D

in budgets cf all Federal agencies; ard aid the Office of Manage-

wment and Bdget and he agencies throughout the Fadget development

process.

The law also established the Federal Coordinating Council

for Science, Engineering, and Technology, which was a group of

committees, designed to assist the OSTP in promoting more effective

use of resources and facilities, and identifying research needs.

One such committee, the Committee on MaterLels, had responsibilities

including (1) assessing R&D adequacy to meet national needs, (2)

coordinating total materials effort within the Federal Government,

and (3 identifying national materials echnology gaps with new

.latlonal needs. The coordinating Council was abolished as a

statutory entity under President Carter's Reorganization Plan

$1, and its functions transferred to the President. We under-

stand that a similar unit may be re-established in the future

by Executive f. der to operate as a sub-cabinet working group.
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A centralized overview of materials R&D is necessary to

determine whether Federal P&D complements private research and

whether the sum of Federal rescarch represents a viable overall

program -- without gaps or unnecessary duplication. The 1976

report of the National Commission on Supplies and Shortages (NCSS)

supports this conclusion. It stated that "the Commission believes

that priority must g t improving the management of the crrent

Federal materials R&D program.... Only when we know the level of

Federal and private resources that ae directed to ensuring the

timely development and introduction of new materials technology,

and only when we begin to have an undezstanding of how Federal

actions other than direct funding impact on private materials

R&D decisions will we be in a position to judge the appropriate-

ness of the level of Federal funding."

GAO believts that the OSTP is the best existing institution

to oversee the Government's R&D program. Again, the NCSS supports

GAO's view. Its report stated that "Central to the improved

management of the Federal materials R&D effort is the development

of a means to view Federal R&D activities in areas cutting across

departmental and agency lines (such as materials) as a coherent whole.

This will have to be tied to the budget process. It is obvious that

the newly created Office of Science and Technology Policy will have

to play a major role here as an "honest broker" to ensure that

the Federal Government creates tte proper environment for the
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generation and utilization of technology. The Office must do

more than merely advocate greater Federal funding of R&. '."

GAO RECOMMENDATIONS

To formulate an effective materials R&D policy, the OSTP

and any future Federal Coordinating Council will require data

appropriate for comprehensive analysis and evaluation. The

work we are now completina leads us to several recommendations

consistent with the judgment of the NCSS regarding materials

R&D information requirements. They either reiterate our December

1975 recommendations, or modify them to address the significant

events which have transpired since that time. First. we recommend

that OSTP implement its legislated responsibilities. Specifically,

the Director should:

-- determine the type of materials R&D data needed;

-- determine national materials research nsees; and

-- develop relevant budget recommendations for the

Office of Management and Budget.

Second, we recommend that Congress enact legislatiod--which

would recognize the Smithsonian Science Informat4 on Exchange

as the official data center for all materials related research

and development.

Third, we recommend that the President of the Exchange be

rare aggressive in gathering data from non-Federal sources, and

in filling agency requests.



Fourth, we recommend that the Director of the Office of

Management and Budget ruire a mandatory reporting system

for all agency materials R&D data.

Finally, if the: Congress finds that the Office o Management

and Budget fails to implement mandatory reporting rocedures,

it hould enact legislation which would require that all agencies

report materials related R&D projects to the Exchange in a com-

pLete and timely manner. The vital matter of mandatory reporting

ha.' been an open issue far toe long. The Congress sould ensure

that this issue is soon, and finally, resolved.

BASIS OF GAO RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like to discuss briefly the supporting ratiunale

for our re.'ommendations.

Congressional Mandate To The Office of Science And

Technology Policy/Federal Coordinating Council For

Science, Enqineering, an Technology

In enacting the National Science and Technology Policy,

Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976, Congress said that the

Nation's capabilities for technological planning and policy

formulation must be strengthened, and that the appropriate scope,

level, direction, and extent f scientific and technological

effort must be determined through a continuous appraisal of the

role of science and technology. Accordingly, Congress delegated
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3STP and he Federal Coordinating Council to oversee the

Government's sclei:ce and technology program; emphasizing in

?art, heir role in ccoordinating R&D programs of the various

participating agencies.

In addition to their explicit review, analysis, and advisory

responsibilities to the President and OMB. OSTP's and the Federal

Coordinating Council's missions also implicitly include the

establishment of nati'onal materials R&D policies and goals,

and the monitoring of materials R&D n the public and private

sectors. Together, OSTP and any future Federal Coordinating

Council could achieve significant resuit& if these missions are

implemented.

Despite its legislated mandate. OSTP has decided to await

the results of a new domestic decision-making process (implemented

in accordance with President Carter's Reorganization 
Plan #1),

before addressing the issues to be presented in our report.

However, i.t is our opinion that until these iss'ues are addressed,

only limited progress can be expected toward the development of

a cohesive materials R&D program.

Designated Data Center

If OSTP is to provide leadership in formulating national

materials R&D policy, it will need comprehensive, co:plete, and

current R&D information, categorized so that it can be related
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to and directed toward materials problems and issues. At present,

the available information i inadequat and therefore, adversely

impacts on any efforts to charnel our resources most effectively.

For example, policy makers and budget analysts must rely on in-

complete data for policy decisions and resource allocation. Also,

researchers may unnecessarily duplicate the work of others becaLse

complete information (i.e., in a detailed format), is often uin-

available at the inception of their respective projects.

The process for evaluating or d aterials R&D is

essentially done on an agency-by-agency asis, based on each

agenc's particular mission. No means exist by which gaps or

duplicate research can be identified in he Federal Government's

overall materials R&D prcam. Further. only the most elemental

data exists or non-Federal R&D.

Federal R&D analyses have been made, but these have rarely

included materials as a special ctegory. Also, they are all

made after the fact from the compilation of decision already

male, and are therefore not an integral part of the budget process.

In our 175 repoct, we found that the Exchange provided the

most immediate opportunity for an effective, operational materials

R&D information system. In our opinion, the Exchange continues

to provide the most viable means to fulfill these needs.
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Need For An Improved Exchange

The xchange can be a useful tool to the OSTP in directing

Federal materials R&D. It can also provide a valuable service

tc i..'-ividual researchers by identifying p1rojects related to

their particular efforts. owever. the Exchange staffers from

various internal and external problems which, if not resolved,

will preclude the operation of an effective materials R&D

informatior system. Problems external to the Exchiange include

the following:

-- several heavily orie.nted R&D performing agencies have

not supplied data on a substantial amount of their

research projects;

-- data received are often incomplete, non-standard, and

non-current;

-- and certain agencies argue that the benefits to be

derived from the Exchange are not cost effective.

The Exchange, though clearly capable of Afulfilling the

requirements, has been unaggressive and sporadic in its efforts

to compile complete and comprehensive information. Attempts to

obtain private industry data have been generally limited to those

industries that first contacted the Exchange. There has been no

consistent effort to solicit research and development information

from industry, state, and local governments. Most non-government
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information is obtained indirectly through data submissions

provided by the sponsoring Federal agency. Inquiries and past

performance indicate that most industries will not submit detailed

data regarding on-going research and i~velopment but may submit

more Gcneral data that could be useful. Other non-Federal groups

are more responsive; information from universities, state, local,

and foreign governments are often readily available but the Exchange

has lacked the manpower to reouest and process the input.

Need For Mandatory Rorting

The findings of at least 15 stadies conducted over the last

17 years have we!.l. esiablished te value of th. Exchange and tha

need for mandatory reporting.

The Exchange's data t Jnk is incomplete and not current, pri-

marily because of aency reporting deficiencies. Presently, the

Exchange receives data on about 80 percent of all on-going R&D in

the Fderal Government, but based on discussions with agency

representatives, only a fraction of the reported data appears

to be cu:rent an, complete with respect to funding inform.tior and

descriptions of he work to be performed. The cost of orrecting

these deficiencies is reasonable for agencies with well established

information systems. Though the cost lay be substantial for others,

we believe every agency needs to develop an effective information

system.
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In a 1972 report, the General Accounting Office concluded

that the ability of the Exchange was being handicapped by non-

reporting agencies. Accordingly, it recommended hat OMB evaluate

the role of the Exchange and then determine whether mandatory

reporting should be imposed.

The OMB later advised the General Accounting Office that

it would not require mandatory reporting since it felt that

voluntary submissions were sufficient. Nevertheless, it recom-

mended that a study be done to determine the future of the

Exchange and the need for mandatory reporting. Accordingly,

OMB authorized a $5,000 study of the Exchange by a private

management and consulting firm. The study, which was completed

in 1973, found that the Exchange provided benefits that exceeded

its costs many times over, and recommended that the E;change be

recognized as an official element of the Federal Government.

While it did not address mandatory reporting per se, the study

recommended that executive departments and agercies be required

by Executive Order to use the Exchange for exchanging research

information.

Almost five years later, no Executive Order has been issued,

and OMB has not implemented any of the study's recommendations.

Legislation May Be Required

As illustrated by numerous studies, the need for mandatory

reporting procedures is an issue that has been neglected far too
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long. Although cognizant of many of these studies and their

recommendations, OMB has still not imposed mandatory reporting

for all Federally sponsored R&D. Accordingly, Congress should

enact legislation such as it did with the "Water Resources

Research Act of 1964" (Public Law 88-379).

The Act was established to assure the Nation a supply of

water sufficient to meet the requirements of its expanding popu-

lation. It authorized: (1) appropriations to establish a

water resources research institute; (2) the Secretary of the

Interior to make grants and contract? related to water research

(then valued at an estimated $70 million); and 3) the estab-

lishment of, in such agency and location as the President would

determine, a center for cataloging current and projected scientific

research in all fields of water resources.

In an October 1964 memorandum. President Lyndon Johnson noted

that water resources research projects were particularly difficult

to coordinate because of the overlapping statutory missions of

numerous agencies. Recognizing its progress in cataloging water

resources research, President Johnson designated the Exchange as

the general purpose facility for such information. In addition,

each participating agency was required to provide the Exchange

with information regarding on-going and proposed research. The

program's success can be measured by the fact that the Exchange

now receives data on virtually 100 percent of all water research

projects.
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In 1964, Federal water research projects were valued at

$70 million. By 1975, the program had grown to an estimated

8000 projects valued at $200 million. By contrast, the materials

R&D program is even more diverse (an estimated 17,000 projects),

and costs two to five times the amount of the waiter research

program.

The precedent has been set. The Exchange is now recognized

as the official center to catalog on-going and planned water

resources research. All agencies that sponsor water research have

established reporting systems to insure compliance with the intent

of the law ad have thereby emonstrated the feasibility of

mandatory reporting for materials related research and development

projects. Further, the OSTP is now on record favoring the concept

of mandatory reporting for all materials R&D.

The history of inadequate reporting dates to the 1960's

and will likely continue until appropriate action is taken.

Because the Congress considered the $290 millinn water

resources program sufficiently important to warrant mandatory

reporting, mandatory reporting should be considered even more

vital for the more Civerse and more costly materials R&D program.

That concludes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman. I shall

be pleased to answer any questions the Committee may have.
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